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Exploring the Feasibility of Differentiating IEEE 802.15.4
Networks to Support Health-Care Systems

Youn-Soon Shin, Kang-Woo Lee, and Jong-Suk Ahn

Abstract: IEEE 802.15.4 networks are a feasible platform can-
didate for connecting all health-care-related equipment dispersed
across a hospital room to collect critical time-sensitive data about
patient health state, such as the heart rate and blood pressure.
To meet the quality of service requirements of health-care sys-
tems, this paper proposes a multi-priority queue system that dif-
ferentiates between various types of frames. The effect of the pro-
posed system on the average delay and throughput is explored
herein. By employing different contention window parameters, as
in IEEE 802.11e, this multi-queue system prioritizes frames on the
basis of priority classes. Performance under both saturated and
unsaturated traffic conditions was evaluated using a novel ana-
lytical model that comprehensively integrates two legacy models
for 802.15.4 and 802.11e. To improve the accuracy, our model also
accommodates the transmission retries and deferment algorithms
that significantly affect the performance of IEEE 802.15.4. The
multi-queue scheme is predicted to separate the average delay and
throughput of two different classes by up to 48.4% and 46%, re-
spectively, without wasting bandwidth. These outcomes imply that
the multi-queue system should be employed in health-care systems
for prompt allocation of synchronous channels and faster deliv-
ery of urgent information. The simulation results validate these
model’s predictions with a maximum deviation of 7.6%.

Index Terms:Analytical model, health-care systems, IEEE 802.15.4,
multiple queues, quality of service (QoS) service.

I. INTRODUCTION

To provide ubiquitous health-care services such as distant di-
agnosis and remote operations regardless of location and time,
hospitals have recently begun to integrate health-care-related
devices in hospital rooms into small-scale networks and then
connect them to the Internet. For scalability purposes, these
health-care networks tend to be organized into a two-tier hier-
archy [1]–[5]—backbone and access networks—each of which
is configured to efficiently perform different tasks. At the bot-
tom level, various wireless sensor networks are deployed to con-
tinuously accumulate patient health information, such as the
blood pressure, heart rate, pulse, and body temperature, even
when the patient is on the move without encumbering the pa-
tient with wires. At the upper tier, which provides access to
the Internet, various types of networks are placed with the aim
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of rapid transfer of data gathered from their lower networks to
distantly located high-speed servers while sporadically direct-
ing commands in the opposite direction. Typical examples of
core networks are IEEE 802.3 [6] or IEEE 802.11 [7] networks,
whereas IEEE 802.15.4 [8], [9] and IEEE 802.15.1 [10] net-
works are examples of lower ones.

Since health-care systems require timely and reliably trans-
fer of patient sensing data from their edge networks, an IEEE
802.15.4 networking is an especially feasible platform candi-
date for an access network to collect health-related data due to
its low cost, limited energy consumption, and QoS support. Note
that the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol is a representative medium ac-
cess control (MAC) protocol suitable for low-rate wireless per-
sonal area networks (LR-WPAN). These desirable features of
IEEE 802.15.4 allow as many as 128 nodes in a single cell to
effectively communicate for a long time without any interrup-
tions caused by battery changes as long as the amount of traffic
to deliver is acceptable.

However, since the IEEE 802.15.4 standard only supports a
transfer rate of up to 250 kbps, it cannot provide sufficient band-
width for the various health-care applications that dump a large
amount of data during a short interval. We believe that the ap-
plicability of IEEE 802.15.4 is limited to applications in which
nodes sense and report physiological data such as electrocardio-
graphy (EKG), electroencephalography (EEG), pulse oximeter
data, blood pressure, and cardiac output—applications whose
data generation rates are known to be less than 100 kbps accord-
ing to [5].

To minimize energy waste and provide synchronous transmis-
sion, IEEE 802.15.4 structures its transmission time into super-
frames, where the boundary is signaled by special frames named
beacons that are periodically broadcast by the coordinator. A
superframe is divided into sleep and active periods whose dura-
tions can be dynamically readjusted whenever beacons are deliv-
ered. Furthermore, the active period is split into two adjustable
intervals, contention access period (CAP) and contention free
period (CFP), which are designated to carry asynchronous and
synchronous traffic, respectively. In CAP, nodes need to contend
with each other to send their data, while in CFP, a node should
reserve one synchronous channel a priori. Once one channel is
assigned in CFP, the node is guaranteed to constantly send data
that are regularly estimated, such as the heart rate and pulse of
patients

However, IEEE 802.15.4 lacks some mechanisms essential
for it to be adopted as an access network for health-care systems.
To be precise, it has no mechanism to differentiate between ordi-
nary frames and urgent ones commanding the swift reservation
of CFP synchronous channels during emergencies and the re-
configuration of a sensor’s functionality. For example, when the
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heart beats abnormally, a doctor may want to see more detailed
information pertaining to the heart by activating additional at-
tached sensors which would usually be turned off to reduce both
data traffic and transmission power.

In other words, IEEE 802.15.4 cannot prioritize important
frames such as guaranteed time slot (GTS) requests and crucial
frames over common data frames in CAP during which each
node runs the carrier sensing multiple access (CSMA)/collision
avoidance (CA) algorithm to fairly deliver frames, therefore
possibly incurring frequent collisions. Note that to reserve a syn-
chronous channel in CFP, nodes should transmit a GTS request
frame during the previous CAP.

To effectively satisfy these QoS demands of health-care sys-
tems, this paper proposes to equip multiple transmission queues
into nodes of IEEE 802.15.4 as in IEEE 802.11e [11], which
maintains four transport queues to handle different traffic classes
based on their level of urgency. The multi-queue system can
distinguish time-critical frames from time-insensitive ones by
granting different transmission priorities. Here, each queue is
implemented by assigning different contention window opera-
tional parameters. To explore the impacts of this multi-queue
system in terms of the average delay and throughput under
both saturated and unsaturated conditions, this paper also in-
troduces an analytical model that comprehensively combines
two performance models for IEEE 802.15.4 [12]–[21] and IEEE
802.11e [22].

Our model differs from the previous model [23] in three
points as follows. First, our model faithfully abstracts the multi-
queue system, where each node runs a scheduler resolving vir-
tual collisions among its multiple queues. In contrast, since the
previous model has no such scheduler, it can only evaluate net-
works where each node holds one different priority queue. Sec-
ond, it greatly improves the accuracy of the delay and through-
put model by including two significant mechanisms of IEEE
802.15.4, namely, the maximum retries and deferment tech-
niques, which are explained in Section III. Finally, it completes
the delay model to estimate the average time taken to build a
new synchronous channel and the appropriate timeout for appli-
cations to wait to recover abandoned frames by IEEE 802.15.4.

Our analytical model evaluation clarified that the multi-queue
scheme can sufficiently separate the delay and throughput of
multiple different priority classes by varying a few parameters
determining the contention window size. For instance, with two
classes, it predicts that the higher class surpasses the lower one
by up to 48.4% and 46% in terms of average delay and through-
put, respectively, without deteriorating overall utilization. This
means that the multi-queue system can quicken the synchronous
channel allocation by 52.8% compared to the traditional single-
queue system. In terms of the influence of the deferment scheme,
the average delay was shown to grow by up to 10.7% as the
CAP interval shrinks. Simulation results verified our mathemat-
ical model’s accuracy for the average delay and throughput anal-
ysis to a maximum discrepancy of 7.6%.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the multi-queue system implementation in IEEE 802.15.4, and
Section III explains its mathematical model. Section IV com-
pares predictions from the analytical model with results from
simulations. Finally, Section V summarizes conclusions and fu-

Fig. 1. Interior view for the multi-queue system of a node.

ture research.

II. MULTIPLE TRANSMISSION QUEUES IN IEEE
802.15.4

Fig. 1 illustrates the block diagram of our IEEE 802.15.4 multi-
queue scheme in a node for prioritizing traffic. It is comprised of
two components: A classifier distributing frames to their appro-
priate queues amongN available queues according to their types
and a scheduler deciding their transmission order. In this paper,
we assume that higher class numbers correspond to higher pri-
orities.

Whenever a new frame arrives from the upper layer, the clas-
sifier chooses one of the queues to store it depending on its type.
Once the newly arrived frame is buffered, the classifier executes
the associated backoff module to randomly pick its backoff de-
lay from the contention window. Note that for the newly ar-
rived frame, the CA algorithm determines the contention win-
dow. After that, the binary exponential backoff (BEB) algo-
rithm doubles the contention window at each transmission fail-
ure. In this scheme, each queue’s transmission priority is distin-
guished by associating two different contention window param-
eters, namely, macMinBE, and macMaxBE, which decide the
minimum and maximum, respectively, of the window’s upper
bound.

After a frame’s transmission is either successfully or unsuc-
cessfully finished, the transmission scheduler is invoked to find
the next frame with the smallest backoff delay from the multi-
ple queues. When the backoff delays of two or more different
priority queues are the same, it resolves this virtual collision by
offering the channel access right to the frame in the higher prior-
ity queue. For other frames with equal backoff delay, the sched-
uler calls their corresponding backoff module to recalculate their
new backoff delay since they are considered to virtually collide.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of IEEE 802.15.4 Markov chain with transmission
retries.

III. ANALYTICAL PERFORMANCE MODEL OF THE
MULTI-QUEUE SYSTEM

A. Extended Model of IEEE 802.15.4 with Deferment and
Transmission Retries Algorithm

Fig. 2 describes a complete Markov chain block diagram
abstracting the behavior of IEEE 802.15.4 running on class g
(g = 0, · · ·, N − 1) with transmission retries that specifies that
a frame should be abandoned after a predetermined maximum
number of retransmissions. In Fig. 2, a frame of class g is
dropped after (R + 1)th collisions. After a frame of class g
is generated with probability qeg from the idle state (g, −1, 0),
IEEE 802.15.4 tries to transmit the frame by feeding it into
boxes labeled as 0th CSMA/CA with BEB and deferment al-
gorithm, whose behaviors are elaborated in Fig. 3. Here, qeg
is the probability that at least one frame of class g is passed
down from the upper layer during the average time slot, E[slot].
Since we assume that the traffic of class g is produced by the
Poisson process with an average rate of λg , qeg is calculated as
qeg = 1− e−λgE[slot].

After ith CSMA/CA with BEB and deferment is executed in
Fig. 2, there are three possible outcomes represented by three
arrows from each box: Collision, successful transmission, and
frame discard. For the first case, when a frame is decided to have
crashed by the absence of its acknowledgement frame, IEEE
802.15.4 continues to go into the next subsequent box until it
reaches the Rth box.

For the second case, it goes all the way up to the idle state to
check if there are frames waiting at the class g queue. If there is
already at least one new frame with probability qsg, it will im-
mediately run 0th box. Note that qsg is just the probability that
the class g output queue of a node is not empty. It is calculated
by E[DFg]λg , where λg represents the class g traffic generation
rate while E[DFg ] denotes the average service time per frame
of class g. To evaluate the behavior of 802.15.4 networks when
they become saturated, qsg is grown up to 1 while E[DFg] is
set to a constant. Otherwise, it stays at the idle state with prob-
ability (1− qeg) until a new frame arrives. For the third case, it
throws away the current frame and moves to the top to search a
new frame, just like in the second case.

Fig. 3 presents a discrete Markov chain describing the de-
tailed behavior of each small box labeled as ith CSMA/CS with
BEB and deferment in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3(a), each circle repre-
sents a state of IEEE 802.15.4 with three state variables, g, j,
and k, where g, j (∈ (0,M)), and k (∈ (0,Wg,j − 1)) are
the class identification, number of backoffs that have elapsed,
and current backoff counter, respectively. The state probabil-
ity bg,j,k associated with each state is calculated as bg,j,k =
limt→∞ P{s(g, t) = j, w(g, t) = k}. This notation bg,j,k refers
to the state (g, j, k) in the rest of the paper.

For the deferment scheme, Fig. 3(a) adds a small box labeled
as Df on top of each bg,j,0 state where IEEE 802.15.4 starts the
deferment algorithm to determine whether it has enough time
to send a frame in this CAP. The deferment technique stipulates
that when a frame’s transmission cannot be completed within a
given CAP, the treatment of that frame should be postponed to
the next CAP. If the remaining time is insufficient with probabil-
ity pd, it loops back to the current stage to pick up a new backoff
delay when the subsequent CAP starts [13], [14]. The probabil-
ity pd is sought by pd = (2CCA+LFrame+TwACK+LACK+
IFS−1)/LCAP, where LFrame, TwACK, LACK, IFS, and LCAP

denote the transmission delay of one data frame, waiting time
before the acknowledgement frame arrive, transmission delay of
the acknowledgement frame, inter-frame space time, and length
of contention access period, respectively. Fig. 3(b) unfolds this
deferment state broken into Rt sub-states to account for the time
elapsed before the next CAP begins. Note that Rt represents the
average remaining time in time slots when a frame should be
deferred.

When IEEE 802.15.4 has sufficient time, it runs the clear
channel assessment (CCA) algorithm, which scans the channel
twice to determine its availability. When the channel is detected
to be occupied at either scan trial with probability αg or βg,
it runs the BEB algorithm to multiplicatively expand the con-
tention window. When both the deferment and first CCA test
are passed as shown in Fig. 3(a), state bg,j,0 transits to the next
state bg,j,−1 with probability (1−pd)(1−αg). After the second
CCA succeeds, it can send the frame.
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To account for the average time consumed for a frame’s trans-
mission, Fig. 3(a) puts a box labeled with Tx in front of bg,j,−1.
Fig. 3(c) illustrates the magnified view of the Tx box contain-
ing L states, indicating that the average transmission time of a
frame is L in the unit of the time slots.
⎧
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(1)

Equation (1) evaluates all state transition probabilities
P{bg,j,k|bg′,j′,k′} from state bg,j,k to state bg′,j′,k′ in Fig. 3(a) in
terms of αg, βg,Wg,j , pd, pg,c, qeg, and qsg , where Wg,j is the
maximum window size of class g at the jth backoff stage. Based

on these transition probabilities in (1), (2) solves the probabil-
ity τg that a given node attempts the first CCA. The calculation
of τg branches into one of the two equations according to the
value of M , which represents the maximum number of back-
offs, namely macMaxCSMABackoffs. Note that Md in the sec-
ond equation of (2) ismacMaxBE−macMinBE, where the two
constants macMinBE, and macMaxBE denote the minimum and
maximum exponent values defining the upper bound of the con-
tention window. In (2), pg(= αg+(1−αg)βg) is the probability
of encountering the busy channel at either one of the two CCA
scans.

Equations (3) and (4) express αg and βg with τg and ng,
where ng is the total number of competing nodes with class g
queues. Since the set of these equations is hard to solve ana-
lytically, all parameters such as αg , βg, and τg were numeri-
cally calculated in our experiments. Furthermore, note that these
equations differ from the previous model [23] in that they in-
clude the modified factor

∏g
h=0(1−τh)

nh−1
∏N−1

h=g+1(1−τh)
nh

to accommodate the effect of the virtual collision resolver which
excludes queues with lower priority than class g in the same
node from competition over the underlying physical channel.

αg =

[
L(1−

g∏

h=0

(1−τh)
nh−1

N−1∏

h=g+1

(1−τh)
nh)

]
(1−αg)(1−βg),

(3)

βg =
1−∏g

h=0(1− τh)
nh−1

∏N−1
h=g+1(1− τh)

nh

2−∏N−1
h=0 (1 − τh)nh

. (4)

B. Two Delay Models for 802.15.4 with Multi-Queue System

This section computes two average delays of the multi-queue
system: The average frame delay and average service delay of
class g as shown in (5) and (12), respectively.

First, the average frame delay E[DFg] in (5) is defined as the
time taken for a node to transfer a given frame of class g before
the next frame is sent. It is divided into two kinds of delays:
The sum of E[DCBg] and E[DSTg] for successful transmis-
sion, and the sum of E[DCDg] and E[DBDg] for unsuccess-
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ful transmission due to transmission retries and channel capture
failures.

E[DFg]=E[DCBg]+E[DSTg]+E[DBDg]+E[DCDg]. (5)

In (6), E[DCBg] averages the time accumulating all back-
off delays, while E[DSTg] is divided into two average de-
lay components: One for all failed transmissions due to col-
lision and another for the final transmission and waiting
time for the acknowledgement to return. Here, Tc, Ts, and
TmacAckWaitDuration are the time that one collision consumes,
the time spent for one successful transmission, and maximum
timeout, respectively.

E[DCBg] =

R∑

i=0

(pg,c(1− p(M+1)
g ))i(1− pg,c)E[Dg,CSMA],

E[DSTg] =Tc

R∑

i=0

i(pg,c(1−p(M+1)
g ))i(1− pg,c)+Tspg,success,

E[DBDg] =

R∑

i=0

(pg,c(1− p(M+1)
g ))iE[DDg],

E[DCDg] = pg,discardcollision

R∑

i=0

E[Dg,CSMA] + Tc(R+ 1)

(6)

where Tc = (LFrame + TmacAckWaitDuration)σ and Ts =
(LFrame + TwACK + LACK + IFS)σ.

Equation (7) calculates E[Dg,CSMA] which is the sum of
backoff delays that a frame undergoes from when it enters the
small box shown in Fig. 3(a) until it leaves to be transmitted.
In (7), the first two terms represent the backoff delays due to
non-deferred and deferred operations, respectively, while the re-
maining term corresponds to the delay for CCA operations.

E[Dg,CSMA] = E[Xg]σ + E[DXg]σ

+ (E[Ng,CCAFail]E[Ng,CCA] + 2)TCCA. (7)

In (7), E[Xg], E[DXg], σ, and TCCA are the average number
of backoff slots when deferment does not occur, average num-
ber of waiting slots due to deferment, duration of one backoff
slot, and duration of one CCA, respectively. E[Ng,CCAFail] and
E[Ng,CCA] shown in (9) and (10) denote the average number of
CCA failures due to the occupied channel and average number
of CCA trials at a given backoff stage.
E[Xg] and E[DXg] are calculated in (8), where Wg,j is the

number of time slots that a successfully transmitted frame con-
sumes at the jth backoff stage, and kg,j is the probability that a
node successfully sends a frame at the jth stage. Furthermore,
Lbcn denotes the transmission delay of one beacon. In the third
equation in (8) for kg,j , pjg(1−pg) is the probability that a frame
successfully departs for the link after reaching the jth backoff
stage.

E[Xg] =

M∑

j=0

kg,jE[Wg,j ],

E[DXg] = pd(E[Xg] +
M∑

j=0

kg,j(j + 1)(Rt+ Lbcn)),

Rt = (2CCA+ LFrame + TwACK + LACK + IFS− 1)/2,

kg,j = pjg(1− pg),

E[Wg,j ] =

j∑

h=0

(Wg,h − 1)/2, (8)

E[Ng,CCAFail] =
M∑

j=0

jkg,j , (9)

E[Ng,CCA] = 1 + (1− αg). (10)

Equation (11) calculates E[DDg], the average time spent be-
fore discarding the frame due to another channel access failure
after the M th stage in Fig. 3.

E[DDg] = p(M+1)
(∑M

j=0

(Wg,j−1
2 + E[Ng,CCA]

)

+pd
(∑M

j=0
Wg,j−1

2 + (M + 1)(Rt+ Lbcn)
))
σ.

(11)

Second, (12) calculates the average service delay E[Dg] be-
tween two consecutive successful transmissions of class g.

E[Dg] =

∞∑

j=0

pg,send(1− pg,send)
j

j∑

k=0

E[DFg]. (12)

C. Probabilities of Frame Discards and Collisions

Equation (13) computes the probability of successful trans-
mission pg,send and two sorts of frame discard probabilities:
pg,discard_collision and pg,discard_channelcapturefail due to the max-
imum transmission retries and maximum channel capture fail-
ures, respectively. Note that a frame is discarded only when the
(R + 1)th retransmission trial and (M + 1)th channel capture
fail.

pg,discard_collision = (pg,c(1− pM+1
g ))R+1,

pg,discard_channelcapturefail = (pM+1
g

1−(pg,c(1−pM+1
g ))R+1

1−pg,c(1−pM+1
g )

,

pg,send

= 1− (pg,c(1− pM+1
g ))R+1 − (pM+1

g
1−(pg,c(1−pM+1

g ))R+1

1−pg,c(1−pM+1
g )

.

(13)
Equation (14) calculates the collision probability pg,c that a

frame of class g crashes. Note that a frame of class g expe-
riences collision when any other node or any higher priority
queue among classes from (g + 1) to (N − 1) in the same
node sends frames in the same time slot. Note that the prob-
abilities that all other nodes and higher priority queues in the
same node do not capture the channel are

∏N−1
h=0 (1 − τh)

nh−1

and
∏N−1

h=g+1(1− τh), respectively.

pg,c = 1−
N−1∏

h=0

(1− τh)
nh−1

N−1∏

h=g+1

(1 − τh)

= 1−
g∏

h=0

(1− τh)
nh−1

N−1∏

h=g+1

(1− τh)
nh . (14)
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Fig. 3. Discrete Markov chain of IEEE 802.15.4 with deferment algorithm: (a) Total view of CSMA/CA with BEB and deferment, (b) inner view of
deferment box, and (c) inner view of transmission box.

D. Throughput Model for 802.15.4 with Multiple Queues

The throughput of class g is evaluated by (15) in which
throughput is defined as the fraction of the time that the channel
is spent for successful transmission of frames in a unit time. In
(15), E[slot] is the average length of one slot time aUnitBack-
offPeriod, and Lpayload is the payload length in the number of
slots.

Sg =
pg,successLpayload

E[slot]
. (15)

Equation (16) measures pg,success, which is the probability
that a frame of class g is transmitted successfully in one time
slot.

pg,success = ngτg

g∏

h=0

(1 − τh)
nh−1

·
N−1∏

h=g+1

(1− τh)
nh(1 − αg)(1 − βg). (16)

IV. EXPERIMENTS

This section evaluates the effect of the multi-queue system
on the average frame delay, service delay, and throughput as a

function of offered loads and number of classes by both our an-
alytical models and simulations. For validation of our models,
the results of the simulations were compared to those of the ana-
lytical models under both saturated and non-saturated situations.
The simulation modules for the multi-queue system were imple-
mented into ns-2 2.33 [24].

Table 1 summarizes the main operational parameters of IEEE
802.15.4 when the multi-queue system maintains three classes
for a health-care system, e.g., the highest priority class for emer-
gency data frames, the second-highest priority one for GTS re-
quest frames, and the lowest one for ordinary data frames. To
distinguish these classes, we set three different parameters—
macMinBE, macMaxBE, and macMaxCSMABackoffs—to dif-
ferentiate the transmission priorities while sustaining default pa-
rameter values for other parameters over a 2.4 GHz channel.

Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of deferments on the average frame
delay E[DFg] as computed by (5) when the number of nodes
and superframe order (SO) vary. In Fig. 4, the curve of no-
deferment is almost indistinguishably coincident with that of
SO = 9. This is because the impact of deferments is quite
negligible when the superframe lasts long enough to send many
frames. However, the influence of deferments becomes appar-
ent when SO becomes as small as 2 or 3, leading to a maximum
10.7% difference in frame delays from the model without defer-
ments. This result shows that deferments heavily affect the av-
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Table 1. System parameters.

Parameter Value
Data frame payload 70 Bytes

GTS request frame payload 70 Bytes
PHY + MAC header 13 Bytes

ACK 11 Bytes
Channel Bit Rate 250 kbps

Duty cycle 100%
macMinBE 1–3
macMaxBE 5–8

macMaxCSMABackoffs 4–6
aMaxFrameRetries 3

SO 2, 3, 9

Fig. 4. Average frame delay variations due to deferments.

erage delay, especially when the superframe does not run long
enough.

Fig. 5 shows the average service delay variations of each class
in the multi-queue system computed by (12) as a function of the
number of involved nodes. The offered load of each class was
adjusted to be identical while macMaxBE for classes 0, 1, and
2 were set to 8, 6, and 5, respectively. Class 2 was confirmed to
reduce the average service delay by around 52.8% at maximum.
The expense for this better performance was only an 8% delay
increase against class 0 compared to the delays of the single
queue system when there are about six nodes.

However, for large numbers of nodes such as 12 or more, even
class 0 exhibits a shorter average delay. This indicates that the
multi-queue scheme improves its performance except when the
network is lightly congested. Consequently, this result proves
that our multiple queue system can tell apart service delays of
different classes for enhancing QoS services without incurring
much cost to the lowest priority class. Note that the Appendix
presents more results for evaluating the effects of the three op-
erational parameters on the service delays of the multi-queue
system.

Fig. 6 plots the throughputs as a function of λg when five
nodes with dual queues contend for the wireless channel. Class
1 outperforms class 0 under saturated conditions, while the
throughputs of the two classes are mostly the same under unsat-
urated conditions. Fig. 6 also illustrates that the total throughput
of the dual queue system is almost the same as that of the single-
queue system, meaning that separation of the traffic classes does
not hamper the overall performance. Finally, the throughput of

Fig. 5. Average service delay of single and multi-queue system.

Fig. 6. Throughput variations of single and multi-queue system.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the delay model and simulation service delay
results.

classes 0 and 1 approaches a constant as the channel starts to be
saturated when λg exceeds 55 frames per second.

Figs. 7 and 8 evaluate the precision of our delay and through-
put models by contrasting their results to those of the simulation
ones. At first, Fig. 7 verifies the accuracy of our service delay
model by comparing three pairs of curves when macMaxBE for
classes 0, 1, and 2 are set to 8, 6, and 5, respectively. The com-
parison confirmed that the analytical service delay model is very
accurate since the service delay of each class from the analyti-
cal model is almost overlapped with those of the same class from
simulations. The differences lay in the range of 7.6%.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the model and simulation throughput results.

Fig. 8 measures the accuracy of our throughput model by
comparing it with simulations under the same conditions as
those shown in Fig. 7. The coincidence demonstrates that the
throughput model is also precise enough to predict the perfor-
mance of the multi-queue system. The differences are confined
to a range of 7% at maximum.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a multi-queue system to improve QoS
support of IEEE 802.15.4 for employment in health-care sys-
tems and build its analytical model. It further enhances the ac-
curacy of IEEE 802.15.4 analytical models by including defer-
ment behaviors and transmission retries techniques. The anal-
ysis and simulation results predict that the multi-queue system
can deliver urgent medical data of higher priority classes rapidly
without sacrificing the delays of lower priority classes. In addi-
tion, the model proves that the deferment and transmission re-
tries should be accounted for precise forecasts of average delays.

For future research, we will study the effect of burst traffic on
the delay and throughput since data traffic from health-care sys-
tems is anticipated to come in bursts. Finally, we plan to verify
the performance estimated from our model by implementing the
multi-queue algorithm in real IEEE 802.15.4 networks.

APPENDIX

In the following appendix, we investigate the impacts of
the three operational parameters macMinBE, macMaxBE, and
macMaxCSMABackoffs on the average delay. Remember that
they are the key factors deciding the priorities of different
classes. Table 2 summarizes the various values of parameters
for analyses. Each column presents three assigned values of the
three parameters for three priority queues. Note that the column
labeled with S0 contains the default values of the standard IEEE
802.15.4.

First, for Fig. 9, which corresponds to case S1, macMinBE is
set to 3, 2, and 1 for classes 0, 1, and 2, respectively. The graphs
illustrate that all of the queues perform worse than the standard.
The reason is that the probability of collisions increases due to
the shorter backoff window.

Fig. 10 shows the delays when the parameters are set as
in case S2. Despite the extended backoff delay, class 0 shows

Table 2. Parameter sets used for each case.

Case S0 S1 S2 S3 S4 S5
Class 0 3 3 3 3 3 3

macMinBE Class 1 3 2 3 3 2 3
Class 2 3 1 3 3 1 3

Class 0 5 5 8 5 8 8
macMaxBE Class 1 5 5 6 5 6 6

Class 2 5 5 5 5 5 5
Class 0 4 4 4 6 4 6

macMaxCSMABackoffs Class 1 4 4 4 5 4 5
Class 2 4 4 4 4 4 4

Fig. 9. Effect of macMinBE on delays.

Fig. 10. Effect of macMaxBE on delays.

slightly longer delays when the number of nodes is smaller than
10. This is because fewer nodes lead to less frequent collisions,
and an extended backoff results in a small increase in overall de-
lay. However, when the number of nodes is 10 or more, the delay
of class 0 becomes shorter than that of the standard. This implies
that when the network traffic becomes heavy, a longer backoff
delay contributes to reducing the collision probability and over-
all delay. In consequence, by assigning bigger macMaxBE to
lower priority queues, we can induce the scheduling to favor
higher priority queues.

Fig. 11 compares the performances of S2 and S4. The curves
show the impact of macMinBE when the queues take their mac-
MaxBE values as in S2. As in Fig. 11, higher priority classes do
not produce improved result. Therefore, reducing macMinBE
of higher priority queues for quicker channel access will not im-
prove the performance.

Fig. 12 provides the comparison of the results of S2 and
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Fig. 11. Combined effect of macMinBE and macMaxBE on delays.

Fig. 12. Combined effect of macMaxBE and macMaxCSMABackoffs on
delays.

S5. For S5, the frames of classes 0 and 1 stay longer with ex-
panded backoff delays in the system. This in turn results in that
the frames of class 2 have more chances to leave the node. As
expected, the curves for class 2 undergo much shorter delays,
while class 0 suffers from a delay even longer than that of the
standard.
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